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一：educationPARTA PARTB PARTC1)一生中经历的教育阶

段there are three stages in our life,such as primary school

stage,middle school school and college or university stage.2)中学最

重要it is a key stages in our peoples mental development.and our

own opinion are formed in the middle school stage.if we fail it,i cant

get hifher school.3)小学最重要I think primary school is the most

stage.because primary school education help me form a solid

foundation,if we fail it,it is impossible to achieve anything in the

future.反驳in the primary school stages,many pupil dont realize the

importance of sutdying and learning.when they enter middle

school,they realize it.it is very easy to catch up.4)关于大学I think

through studying in the college or university school,we can relaize

how to learn.you know,knowing about how to learn is very

important in the future.if you can know how to learn,you can get a

better job in the future.5)关于学生把课余时间放在学习上A:I see

many students study hard in the spare-time.why do they love

studying?I think there are at least three reasons.firstly,country

aspect.china populations is very huge.country have to set test system

to get abality people.in china,abality people means making lots of

money in the future.so,many students are for making lot of money

,they have to choose studying.secondly,parents

aspect.nowadays,many parents compare with each other.if own child



go into a famous university,everyone admire him.he feel very pround

and very happy.if own child fail it,they can scold children.many

children study hard due to parents pressure.I think they dont like

studying by themselves.thirdly,children aspect.many children learn

about futures importance.they know if they study hard.they can get a

good job in the future.B:as far as I know,many people get psychology

barrier due to parents pressure.I think our government should take

some measures.children are children,they like playing,it is a natural

law.we should try children play,and it enable them enjoy childhoods

pleasure.confining them is at home for studying is not good.6)关于

留学A:more and more people are choosing studying abroad,they go

abroad for getting further education.but they will face with much

hardship.I think there are at least three problems.firstly,their family

have to spend a deal of money to cover the tuition fees and living

expenses.secondly,they have to learn how to live alone and solve all

problem by themselves.thirdly,the student have to master a

language.you know it is very difficult to master a language and they

also have to learned foreinge custom and foreign

culture.however,many students think if he sutdy aboard,they can get

a good job.I think it is not very easy to get a better job.because they

are not familar with china fast development.B:it is true.for example,I

have afriend,when he was eighteen,he went into sutdy aboard for

achieveing dreaming of foreign university.he think if he will come

back china,he can make a lot of money.but when he was

twenty-two,he come back china.he cant get a better job,because it is

very fast about chinas development,he cant adapt chinas current



situation. 7)关于大学生不学习现象in the campus,there are more

and more students playing overnight.,such as palying cards,and

playing video games.they usually sleep in the daytime,I think it is

very bad that students sleep in the calssroom in the daytime.I think

there are at least three reason to explain the

phenomenon.firstly,many students think that if I go to university and

I am very easy to get a good job.secondly,many students study hard

during the high school stages.they think they should relax during the

university stage.thirdly,many students think it is not important to

study during the university stage.they think during the college

stages,they should learn social relationship.they think if they have a

good relationship,they can get a better job.but I think it is very

important to know about how to study.if you know about how to

study,you can get a better job. 二： popular sciencePARTA PARTB

PARTC1)关于卫星man-made satellite can transmit data to

everywhere .you can stay at home and watch cnn from USA.2)关于

手机we can use mobilephone,and we can communicate with

anybody.we can dial a number,and the other can receive the

message.it takes much less time than any other means.3)关于航天we

can fly into outer spaces.you know,spacecraft can transport out our

astronaut into outer spaces.4)关于和机器人下棋you can see a

oldman playing chess with robot.it is not easy to play with

chess,because their calculation rate is very high.but I think it doesnt

matter whether the oldman can win or not.he is old and probably is

retired.robot accompany with him,and he dont feel lonely. 100Test 
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